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Shale’s lesson for investors:  “Common sense works, if we let time pass.” 
  

Most people—even us investors—actually do have a fair amount of common sense.  We see things in the 
investment world, even complicated things, and if we’ve been around the block for a decade or two we 
usually have a pretty clear notion of what it’s all about.  So far so good.  But very often the trouble comes, 
for us, when “the thing” refuses to act like our common sense says it should.  If that goes on long enough, 
we begin to wonder about ourselves:  are we really seeing clearly, or was this “thing” too deep for us to 
understand, after all? 
  
That question comes to every investor’s mind a lot.  The self-doubts show up, not because our sense and 
judgment are flawed, but because we forget just how slowly “Time” passes, in the investment world and 
the market . . . and elsewhere.  Hence two of the most famous of investment sayings:  “The market can 
stay irrational longer than you can stay solvent!” for speculators; and “Never let the market frighten you 
out of a good position!” for investors.  
  
The headline today was:  “U.S. Shale Frackers Refuse to Pump More, Even as Oil Tops $70!”  The story was 
familiar.  Since the “Shale Miracle” got rolling, America’s “cowboy fracking companies” responded to 
every price hike by opening up the throttles, borrowing or accepting every dollar they could grab from 
investors to spend on more acres, more wells, more fracking equipment and more workers.  They did this 
while losing rivers of money, year after year . . . but their banks and investors kept giving them more 
money.  Let’s glance at a chart: 
  

 



The red circle shows the billions of negative cash flow racked up by the U.S. shale industry, quarter after 
quarter since 2014.  The red question mark gets to the heart of today’s question:  “How on earth could it 
have taken so much time for rational investors and lenders to grasp that they were throwing away their 
money?”  (That is, the shale companies were throwing away the money invested and lent to them.) 
  
In our business we see this kind of “How could they be some dumb?” chart pretty often, applied to all 
kinds of companies, industries and investors.  As usual, if we take the trouble to look at all sides of the 
story—rather than just the showy side the media headlines for us—we uncover a picture which looks a 
lot more understandable.  During those early years, as shale production was exploding, it was not clear at 
all just how much oil was down there to be discovered.  Money invested and lost this year might very well 
pay off next year, as production just kept climbing.  Nor was it clear what the traditional oil producers, led 
by OPEC, might do in response to the shale miracle.  (The answer?  OPEC shot itself in the foot, again and 
again, triggering price wars to “bankrupt the shale companies,” but only succeeding in bankrupting 
themselves—or at least wiping out giant chunks of their savings.  Those OPEC price wars certainly fell into 
the “How could they be so dumb?” category, as rock-bottom oil prices badly hurt everyone:  from OPEC 
to shale cowboys.)  Finally, American engineering genius rode into the shale patch on lathered horses, 
bringing technological fracking improvements which lowered the cowboys’ production costs and 
breakeven price levels.  
  
So the shale companies and their investors kept tolerating those billions of cash losses, for years, because 
there were always decent reasons to hope for a better future.  Then “Time” finally showed up and began 
calling the tune, around 2019.  By then enough years had passed, enough money had been washed down 
the red-ink river, and enough had been seen about the new technologies to help people grasp that the 
“Hopes of 2014 – 2018” were not going to come true.  Shale firms went bankrupt by the dozen; lenders 
and investors kept their cash in their pockets; and the surviving cowboys got religion:  aiming for profits 
and free cash flow to hand back to investors, rather than waiting for the era of investor “handouts” to 
come back.  The result is the right side of our picture, up there:  the first, and now the highest free cash 
flow in the history of American shale . . . accompanied by that “Refusal to Pump More” mentioned in the 
headline.  
  
In a nutshell, this has been a simple story:  high oil prices triggered too much supply and falling prices, 
which triggered sharp cuts in supply and eventually climbing oil prices—after a long, long wait.  Yes:  “the 
cure for low prices is low prices, and vice versa.”  Farmers have always understood that.  Shale cowboys 
and their investors took a while, but they understand it now.  It all means, to Outlook as an oil investor, 
that Time is now on our side, finally.  Demand is returning around the world; supply is cautious and 
deliberately slow to catch up.  The oil price cycle is pointing up, and looks as if it will stay that way for a 
good while. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
  
 


